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Covering nearly one hundred years of Zulu military history, this book focuses on the creation,

maintenance, development, tactics and ultimate destruction of the Zulu army. It studies the

armies, weapons and tactics under the rule of the five Zulu kings from Shaka to Dinizulu. The

rule of each of the five kings is examined in terms of their relationships with the army and how

they raised regiments to expand their influence in the region. All the major battles and

campaigns are discussed with reference to the development of the weapons and tactics of the

army.
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Military TermsSinglePluralDescriptionisAngomaizAngomaA Zulu diviner or

witchdoctoriBandlaamaBandlaThe members of a tribal council or a tribal assemblyiBandla

imhlopeamaBandla imhlopeA married Zulu regiment required to muster at the orders of the

kingiBeshuamaBeshuA calfskin flap used to cover the buttocksumBumbulozo–A smaller form

of war shield used from the 1850siButhoamaButhoA regiment of Zulu warriors based on their

age groupsisiCocoiziCocoA married warrior’s head ring made from fibres coated in gum and

charcoal and polished with beeswaxuDibiizinDibiA teenage Zulu who accompanied the Zulu

army as a mat carrier, but not yet old enough to join a regimentinDunaizinDunaA Zulu state

official appointed by either the Zulu king or a chieftain. Usually an advisor, but in military terms,

a commander of a group of warriorsisiFubaiziFubaThe chest or centre of a traditional Zulu

battle formationisiGabaiziGabaA group of related amaViyo in an iButhoisiGodloiziGodloThe

king’s living area in a kraal, or an area in the kraal used by the royal family, particularly his

womeniGwalagwala–The tail feathers of a lourie bird, usually greenish-black or purple, used by

high ranking warriors in their headdressinGxothaizinGxothaA brass armband given to warriors

by the king for braveryisiHlanguiziHlanguA large regimental war shieldisiJulaiziJulaA short-

bladed throwing speariKhandaamaKhandaA military kraal established by the king to house a

regimentiKhehlaamaKhehlaA married Zulu warrior who is allowed to wear a head

ringuKhontoimiKhontoA general name for a spearumKhosiimiKhosiThe annual ceremony held

prior to a harvestumKhumbiimiKhumbiAn assembly of warriors, usually in a

circleisiKhuluiziKhuluA high ranking warrior, a member of the Zulu hierarchy, or a member of

the council of elders, literally meaning ‘great one’inKosiamaKosiA king or chieftainuKukleza–

The drinking of milk symbolically and actually from the udders of a cow, indicating that a young

Zulu warrior has enlisted in a regimentiKlwaamaKlwaZulu name for the stabbing spear, or



assegaiiLobolo–Cattle paid as a dowry by the groom and his family to the family of the

brideisiLomoiziLomoA brave warrior who has become a favourite of the kingiMpiiziImpiMeaning

war, but used as a name to describe the Zulu armyiNcequiziNcequA servant or attendant of a

chief or the kingiNdwa–The feathers of a blue crane used in the headdresses of high ranking

warriorsisiNeneiziNeneTwisted furs usually from a monkey or a civet used to hang from the

front on a waistbandiNkathaiziNkathaThe sacred grass coil of the Zulu

nationumNcedoabaNcedoA plaited sheath to cover a man’s genitalsiNsizwaiziNsizwaAn

unmarried young maniNtwanaabaNtwanaA prince, usually the son of the king and hence a

member of the royal familyumNumzaneabaNumzaneThe head of a Zulu

householdumNyangaiziNyangaA Zulu herbal doctorisiPhaphaiziPhaphaA Zulu throwing spear

with a short and broad blade, usually used for huntinguPhapheoPhapheFeathers used to

decorate a headdressiPhovelaamaPhovelaHeaddresses made of cow skin, usually worn by

unmarried regiments, with the appearance of two hornsuPondoizimPondoThe horns, wings or

flanks (left and right) in the traditional Zulu battle formationumQheleimiQheleA warrior’s

headband made from fur filled with bulrushes or cow dung. Senior regiments would use otter

skin and junior regiments, leopard skin. Warriors would also have amaBheqe (ear flaps) made

from monkey skinisiQuiziQuA Zulu bravery necklace made from interlocking beads or sections

of willow, presented to warriors by the kingiSakabuli–Tail feathers from a longtailed widow, fixed

to a headband by porcupine quills and worn on a warrior’s headdressiShobaamaShobaTufted

cow tails used as arm and leg decorations (sometimes necklaces)amaSi–Curdled

milkumShokobeziimiShokobeziAnother description of cow tail decorations worn on the arms

and legsinTanga–A group of Zulu men or women born within four or five years of one another

who have been formed into a groupinTeleziizinTeleziProtective medicines and potions sprinkled

on warriors prior to going into battleumThakathiabaThakathiA wizard or

sorcererumuThiimiThiHerbal medicines believed to have protective properties or supernatural

powersumuTshaimiTshaA Zulu loin cloth consisting of a cow hide belt with a flap over the

buttocks and twisted animal fur hanging from the frontuTshwala–A sorghum beer, high in

nutrientsumuVaimiVaThe reserve or loins of a Zulu armyiViyoamaViyoA company of Zulu

warriors, variably between 50 and 150iWisaamaWisaA knobkerrie or war

clubinYangaizinYangaA Zulu herbalistumuZiimiZiA family kraal also describing the civilians

living in that kraalIntroductionThe powerful Zulu nation was created in the early nineteenth

century by Shaka kaSenzangakhona, but in little more than sixty years it would be utterly

crushed by the British.Under the rules of Shaka, Dingane, Mpande, Cetshwayo and Dinuzulu

the Zulu spread terror throughout Southern Africa, sparking wars, mass migrations and

slaughter. Yet the Zulu were no savages; they were a highly complex society with a united

identity. Above all they were an effective and efficient military machine, capable of outwitting

experienced professional European troops and their over-confident commanders.For many the

Zulu are personified by the two feature films Zulu (1964) and Zulu Dawn (1979) which provide

highly fictionalized accounts of Rorke’s Drift and Isandlwana. The first a little more than a

footnote in the history of the Anglo-Zulu War of 1879 and the latter a crushing defeat inflicted

on the British by the Zulu when they slaughtered an over-confident invasion column.The Zulu

remain a dominant and numerous force in Southern Africa. Approximately eight million speak

Zulu in South Africa, six million of which are concentrated in the province of KwaZulu-Natal.

Collectively the Zulu account for twenty per cent of the South African population. Their culture,

language and identity is clearly felt throughout the country.Less than 200 years ago the Zulu

were an insignificant Nguni tribe, but in the early nineteenth century Shaka’s conquests forged

an efficient fighting force from his tiny tribe. He revolutionized warfare in the region and began



to create an empire. As an independent entity his conquests would last barely sixty

years.Arguably, Shaka invented the assegai, a short, stabbing spear, not unlike a Roman

gladius, designed specifically for close-quarters fighting. In the pre-Shaka period, warfare was

restricted to lines of men throwing spears at one another until one side broke and fled. Modest

reparations were extracted, tributes and hostages taken. The former warring tribes would then

be content to live alongside one another until a new reason developed for conflict. Shaka

revolutionized this too; a defeated tribe would be absorbed into his new empire, their cultural

identity submerged and replaced with the Zulu way of life.Shaka’s battlefield tactics relied on

rapid movement, based on the army’s ability to outmanoeuvre the enemy. Shaka adopted a

form familiar to the Zulu; the bull’s head and horns-shaped semicircle. At the heart of the army

was the bull’s head, a formation of troops who would advance straight onto the enemy, pinning

his main force and demanding his attention. Meanwhile the Zulu wings, or bull’s horns, would

fan out left and right with the intention of encircling the enemy force. The Zulu reserves, or the

loins, were positioned to the rear to be unleashed or deployed when needed. Such was the

battle lust of the Zulu that the loins were often required to face away from the battlefield in

order to keep them calm.Once the battle was underway the Zulu army would continue to attack

until the enemy was completely crushed. Little quarter was given or expected. In this way an

enemy army, utterly defeated and bereft of its leaders, could be more easily absorbed into the

empire.In the early years the Zulu army, armed with assegais and large cowhide shields,

carried all before it. When firearms entered the region the Zulu were never proficient at using

these weapons, favouring the opportunity to engage in close combat with the enemy in order to

prove their bravery.Shaka’s reign was short and he was succeeded by his half-brother,

Dingane. From the beginning of Dingane’s rule the inevitable collision with white settlers,

notably in the form of the Boer and later the British, would spell the end of Zulu dominance in

Southern Africa. A disastrous defeat at the hands of the Boer at the Battle of Blood River on

the Ncome River in 1838 sufficiently undermined Dingane, to allow his half-brother, Mpande, to

succeed in 1840. The influence of the British was increasing in the region and this would

culminate in Sir Bartle Frere, the British High Commissioner, delivering an ultimatum to

Cetshwayo, who now ruled the Zulu, to disband his army.The reforms demanded by the British

would not only undermine the Zulus’ ability to protect themselves, but also radically affect the

entire Zulu way of life. War became inevitable and five British columns entered Zululand in

1879 with the purpose of converging on Cetshwayo’s capital, oNdini (Ulundi). The British were

soundly beaten and outmanoeuvred at Isandlwana (22 January 1879). On the same day

several Zulu regiments, against the express orders of Cetshwayo, crossed into Natal and

attacked Rorke’s Drift. It was held by Company B, 2/24th, and a number of auxiliaries. The tiny

garrison held out for over ten hours and the British awarded eleven Victoria Crosses and

showered other honours on the defenders. It could not, however, wipe out the stinging defeat at

Isandlwana which had claimed the lives of over 1,300 men.For a time the invasion was stalled

and in March the Zulu scored another victory at the battle of Hlobane (28 March 1879). Lord

Chelmsford, in overall command of the British forces, knew that his career and reputation was

teetering on the brink of disaster. Already the British government had dispatched Sir Garnet

Wolseley to succeed Chelmsford. But just short of Cetshwayo’s capital on 4 July 1879 a

formidable British square shattered the Zulus’ last hope of denying the British.In time

Cetshwayo, who had fled the scene, was captured and exiled. It would be several years before

he would be allowed to return to his kingdom and his people. By then the kingdom had been

partitioned and Cetshwayo would be forced to fight to regain his throne. Cetshwayo was

decisively defeated at the second battle of oNdini on 21 July 1883 and on 8 February 1884,



probably as a result of poisoning, the last independent king of the Zulu was dead.Cetshwayo’s

successor, Dinuzulu, ultimately had to rely on the Boers to install him as the new king. In return

the Boers were rewarded by vast farms which only sought to undermine Dinuzulu’s position.

This prompted the British to annexe Zululand in May 1887. Dinuzulu would find himself in exile

until 1898, but the ill-feeling between the different Zulu factions smouldered, culminating in a

Zulu uprising in 1906. It was ruthlessly crushed at the Battle of Mome Gorge (10 June 1906).

Dinuzulu was hopelessly implicated and was found guilty of rebellion. He was not released until

South Africa gained its own independence in 1910, but he would survive just three more

years.The coverage of this book spans nearly 100 years from the pre-Shaka period, through

the rules of the Zulu kings, until the final demise of Dinuzulu. At its height, the Zulu army could

muster 40,000, perhaps as many as 50,000 troops, yet these were no regular soldiers. They

were part time soldiery who were required to serve from the age of eighteen. It is the Zulu

army system which moulded the Zulu nation. Warriors were assigned to regiments according to

their age rather than their tribal affiliations. It is therefore unsurprising that when the British

delivered the ultimatum to Cetshwayo in December 1878 to disband the Zulu regimental

system, the Zulu feared that their entire way of life was under threat.Ultimately the Zulu would

realize that the raw courage which had brought them through the conflicts and battles up to

Isandlwana would no longer ensure victory. British weapons would now prove too powerful for

them but the spirit of the army would not be finally extinguished until 1906.Chapter OneBantu

WarfareIt is not clear exactly where the Bantu, or as correctly written, the Aba’Ntu (meaning

people, the plural of UmuNtu or man) originally derived. It seems that around 10,000 years ago

they passed along the Nile Valley and into what is now known as the Sudan. They existed as

nomadic herders and would have the bulk of the sparsely populated African continent almost to

themselves. Ultimately they would encounter the Bushmen and the Hottentots, who had

passed along the same route some time before them.The Aba’Ntu entered East Africa then

Central Africa, always heading south to better weather and grazing for their herds. Progress,

passage and direction was always impeded and influenced by natural barriers, such as rivers

and mountain ranges. Indeed by the fourteenth century their way was dictated by the Kalahari

Dessert. Here they expanded to the west, forcing the Hottentots against the Atlantic Ocean.

They then proceeded down the coast.At some point they changed direction to the south-east

and by the sixteenth century were established in what is now known as the Transvaal. This

group of Aba’Ntu were the Nguni with a common language, but soon intermarriage with other

clans, such as the Venda-Karanga splintered the groups. Pure Nguni moved into the area

between the Drakensberg Mountains and the Indian Ocean, easily pushing aside the scattered

Bushmen in the region. Here they stopped in the fertile river valleys. At this time three of the

Nguni clan groups settled in the Natal region (Mtetwa, Lala and the Debe). The Tonga headed

north and the Xhosa and the Ntungwa spread into the south.In 1652 the Europeans arrived on

the Cape, but the nearest Aba’Ntu was still over 800 kilometres to the north. Indeed the Dutch,

who had established this first European settlement, and the Aba’Ntu were not destined to meet

for another 120 years.In the Natal region there were at least 800 different clans. Some were

very small, but others reached strengths of around 10,000. Even at this early stage practices

which would be more overtly used by Shaka and his successors became commonplace.

Chieftains would often murder their potential successors in order to cement their own position.

Whilst strong clans lived alongside weaker tribes around them, many of the weaker clans

became absorbed. A chieftain would not countenance allowing a neighbouring tribe to gain in

strength for fear that his own position would be challenged. Inter-tribal marriages were

commonplace in order to prevent possible inbreeding. Not all marriages were by mutual clan



consent. Wives would be taken as tribute and in some cases the women of the bushmen were

also taken in the frequent raids that took place.By the middle of the eighteenth century the

region was dominated by the Sutu-Nguni. The coastal strip had become overpopulated but

now, with the arrival of the Europeans, the traditional nomadic existence of the Aba’Ntu was no

longer possible. It was in this area, for better or worse, the seeds of the Zulu people were

scattered.As herders, the Aba’Ntu’s existence was driven by the needs of their cattle. The

possession of these long-horned cattle was the basis upon which a chieftain could compare

his wealth. The clans would also keep goats and sheep; these would be used as a form of

currency of lower denominations than cattle. It was the herd which bound the clans together; a

chieftain with a royal herd would disperse his cattle amongst the various kraals (settlements) in

order to ensure that they had sufficient grazing. Kraals would also allow their cattle to be

maintained by other kraals, with the two settlements sharing any increases in the herd. Cattle

were also used in taxation, loans, fines and, above all, the purchase price or lobola for a wife.

Purchase is, perhaps, misleading, since a wife was only ever exchanged for cattle. If the wife

was returned to her parents, the lobola was refunded. Wives who could not produce offspring

for their husband were often replaced with their sister. Women, therefore, were valuable as an

economic resource as cattle and a woman’s status was determined by the lobola placed upon

her.The Aba’Ntu were polygamous. A normal man could have as many as three or four wives;

petty chieftains could have twenty, whilst significant chieftains may have had several hundred

wives. A chieftain would select one of his wives as a Great Wife, for which he would have paid

a significant lobola. A Great Wife did not tend to be the first wife which he had purchased. His

wealth early in his married life would preclude the purchase of an expensive Great Wife. The

offspring of the Great Wife would become the chieftain’s only recognized successors.The

importance of cattle went deeper as milk curds (amaSi) were the staple diet. In any kraal the

cattle pen would be located at the centre and the herd would be milked at noon and always

returned to the pen at night. Beneath the kraal, in clay-lined pits, the clan would store its winter

grain. The people lived in hive-shaped, grass-thatched structures made from woven saplings.

Each hut had a single, low entrance and within the smoky interior earthenware pots would be

used for cooking on an open fire. The positioning of each of the huts was according to the

status of the woman of the hut. A Great Wife’s hut was usually positioned at the far side of the

gate into the settlement. Next to her would be the first wife’s hut and then less important wives

after that. The huts housing unmarried warriors were set aside from the women’s huts and the

sons and daughters, along with other retainers, would have their huts positioned nearest the

gate. The whole settlement was surrounded by a pen with thorns in order to provide a deterrent

to wild animals and possible attackers. Inside each hut the floor was covered with polished clay

and cow dung. Whilst the huts were alive with vermin, they could be pulled down and replaced

in a matter of a few days. The huts were rainproof, providing warmth in the winter months and

relative cool in the summer.The size of each of the kraals largely depended upon the number

of wives a man possessed. Important chieftains may have had to house several dozen wives

and a few thousand warriors. Children were born into a complex society. It was unusual for a

child to even see their own father until they had been fully weaned. Indeed, their father would

not share their mother’s hut until this time. All of their father’s other wives were considered to

be mothers and if their father had brothers, these would be fathers. If a mother produced twins

or triplets then all but one of the children would be suffocated and if a child was born with a

defect it too would have a clod of earth stuffed into its mouth.The Zulu were obsessed with

hygiene and the possibility of contamination. Male children in particular were subjected to

strengthening ceremonies, such as being buried to the neck in a hole. For at least the first five



years, a child would have the almost exclusive attention of its mother, but at this age would

then be expected to help look after younger children. A male child, by the time he was six or

seven, could well have been expected to help look after the sheep and goats. Progressively, as

the child got older, he would be given the ultimate responsibility of helping to look after the

cattle herd. He would be expected to fight for grazing with the young boys of neighbouring

kraals. When the boy entered puberty he was expected to take the kraal’s cattle out and hide

from the rest of the kraal. It was considered auspicious if the kraal and its warriors took a

considerable time to find him and the cattle. A feast would follow and he would be given his first

assegai.The boy would be part of a group of children his own age and a leader amongst the

boys would be chosen. This group was known as an iNtanga. In effect this was the beginning

of a regiment. Clearly, dependent upon the size of the clan, a small iNtanga could consist of

only several boys, but in larger kraals several dozen would form an iNtanga. As the boys

reached the age of eighteen they would be officially drafted or enrolled into a regiment in a

ceremony known as ukuButhwa. Prior to that, if the boys were required in war, they would

operate as food or beer carriers and would care for the cattle which would be slaughtered en

route to feed the warriors. They would also be expected to carry mats or additional shields for

the more senior warriors. These boys, usually aged between twelve and fifteen years, were

collectively known as izindibi. Singularly they were known as udibi. The purpose of this was to

make the boys even hardier than before, as they would have to carry and protect relatively

heavy loads and always keep up with the warriors. This would also give the boys an

opportunity to see a little more of the world. By the time the boy came of age he would be

considered old enough to become a warrior and he had fought other boys with sticks, hunted

small animals, dealt with the dangers of protecting goats, sheep and cattle and had

accompanied warriors into campaigns. Once the ukuButhwa had been carried out the boys

were now considered adults and warriors. Their lives would change and for many months of

the year they would be expected to carry out services for the chieftain, such as looking after his

cattle, in return for which he would support them.The iNtangas were ultimately controlled by an

inDuna, who was answerable directly to the clan chieftain. An inDuna was not only an

administrator in as much as he dealt with disputes and collected taxes, but he also had military

responsibilities. He would become the leader of the iNtangas in his region in times of war.

iNtanga leaders appointed by the inDuna would hold that position for life. The iNtanga would

continue to recruit members from a particular neighbourhood until it was considered that they

had enough members to form a regiment. Once this figure had been reached the iNtanga

would no longer recruit.Religion and witchcraft played an important role in the kraal’s existence.

Elaborate ceremonies took place to strengthen the army and the chieftain before war, during

which a bull would be strangled by the bare hands of warriors. After battle a more elaborate

ceremony was involved if a warrior had killed one of the enemies. The aba’Ntu believed that a

warrior who had killed an enemy was in grave danger of madness. Routinely a warrior would

slash open the abdomen of the fallen enemy to allow his spirit to escape. For a time, before he

was cleansed, he would sleep separately from the other warriors and if he had intercourse with

his wife it was believed he would pass the disease on to her. In these early times, therefore,

military campaigns were brief as the cleansing rituals required the men to deal with the

situation as soon as possible for fear of developing the madness.Conflicts tended to arise from

the most superficial of reasons, such as a low lobola being offered for a bride, or a supposed

slight or lack of respect. Outright aggressiveness was rare, but the primary cause for any

conflict tended to be encroachment. The purpose of any warfare was to drive an encroaching

clan, or a weaker neighbour, away to ensure that the clan retained the grazing rights to a



particular area. Up to twenty-five per cent of the male population of a clan would be mustered

by iNtanga. The iNtangas would operate together as an impi, which was a generic term used

for any type of military force, regardless of size. The vast majority of battles, or skirmishes,

were decided by sheer weight of numbers. In effect, warfare was simply an extension of

hunting. The vast majority of aba’Ntu would approach the enemy to within around 60 metres

and hurl a 2 metre spear. This preliminary bombardment could well settle the issue; if not,

further spears would be thrown. If it appeared that there would have to be hand-to-hand

fighting, some warriors would retain one of their spears for stabbing, whilst others chose to use

a knobkerrie, which was a stick with a heavy end used for bashing.For defensive purposes the

aba’Ntu used an oval, cowhide shield approximately 1 metre across. It was well braced and

capable of deflecting a thrown spear. It would also be used offensively in a mêleé to batter the

opponent off balance, allowing the warrior to stab with his spear, or bring his knobkerrie down

on the man’s head.The vast majority of conflicts were, in fact, pre-arranged battles. In many

cases the impis would be accompanied by their women and children, who would watch the

conflict from the relative safety of a nearby hill. They would provide spectator support for their

own warriors. Before any spears were thrown, the braver or more arrogant warriors from either

side would taunt the enemy (giya). Once this had taken place, the two impis would move closer

to one another, throwing spears until in the majority of cases one side broke and fled. It was

comparatively rare that the two impis would even close to combat. The losing impi would have

to pay a ransom for any captives, usually in cattle, and would obviously lose some land. The

victor would not seek to eliminate the opposing clan.A numerical advantage was the only tactic

usually adopted and in these cases a battle rarely took place; the smaller clan would simply

capitulate. If a clan was effectively forced out of its territory and its kraals were now occupied

by a larger clan, it would simply move on and find a smaller clan to displace. Ultimately tiny

clans would disappear. There were few cases when an entire clan was slaughtered, but without

a kraal and lacking cattle they would be forced into the bush and would have to rely on

marauding as their sole means of sustenance. If an enemy clan or marauders appeared near a

kraal, the cattle would be immediately driven out in order to reduce the value of attacking the

kraal. It would then take the marauders some time to locate the cattle and would, in more

cases than not, simply move on. Any damage caused to the kraals could be easily repaired

and a new kraal could be built in a matter of days.It was into this society and modes of war that

Shaka was born. His father, Senzangakhona, was a young, petty chieftain of the Zulu. Shaka

would transform the unsophisticated warfare of the Nguni. It was now 1787.Chapter TwoShaka

kaSenzangakhonaShaka was probably born in 1787, at a time when Napoleon Bonaparte was

a military student in France. It is this accident of coincidence which has led many to describe

Shaka as the African Napoleon. Their lives could not have been more different,

however.Shaka’s father, Senzangakhona, was born around the time when the Nguni was ruled

by a chieftain called Jobe (chieftain of the Mtetwa), an old man who was due to be succeeded

by Tana. Tana had a younger brother called Godongwana and together the two plotted to

hasten Jobe’s departure. Their plot was discovered and Jobe sent an impi to raid Tana’s kraal.

Tana was killed and his wounded brother fled. At some point Godongwana changed his name

to Dingiswayo (the troubled one). Dingiswayo would become hugely influential in Shaka’s

life.After a short time Dingiswayo returned to his homeland to discover that the throne was now

held by a younger brother, Mawewe. It was immediately obvious to all concerned that the

stranger, who had returned on a horse and armed with a gun, was none other than

Godongwana. Interestingly, Dingiswayo had probably met a white man by the name of Robert

Cowan, who he had served as a guide. Cowan died, possibly from a fever, and Dingiswayo



took his horse and gun. Mawewe fled, but to secure his succession Dingiswayo managed to

lure him back and have him murdered.Dingiswayo inherited a Mtetwa army of little more than

500 men, yet he was determined to increase the influence of his clan. He began by absorbing

weaker clans around him and, of course, incorporating their men into his army. In his eight

years of reign Dingiswayo managed to absorb at least fifty large clans and many dozens of

smaller ones. Over the years Dingiswayo also succeeded in halting the intertribal conflicts in

his region.To the north-west of Dingiswayo’s Mtetwa was a small and rather insignificant clan

known as the Zulu. They were ruled by Senzangakhona and the 1,500 or so Zulu held a

handful of kraals in the Umfolozi Valley. Their immediate neighbours were the eLangeni and

indeed Senzangakhona’s mother was an eLangeni by birth. The eLangeni’s chieftain had

recently died and one of his orphans was a girl named Nandi. She and Senzangakhona met

secretly and the result found Nandi pregnant. In local terms this was a scandal and

Senzangakhona denied the responsibility for Nandi’s pregnancy, claiming that she merely had

an intestinal beetle (an iShaka) which had caused the swelling of her stomach. Nonetheless

Nandi did give birth and reluctantly Senzangakhona made her his third wife and they named

their son Shaka. Both the Zulu and the eLangeni were scandalized by the birth and the

relationship, and although the couple later produced a daughter, Nomcoba, the relationship

was always a stormy one. In order to keep Nandi and her children in the background,

Senzangakhona moved her and the children around the different Zulu kraals.

Senzangakhona’s first wife, Mkabi, hated Nandi. The Zulu elders ignored her and the children

and the other Zulu treated them all with contempt. Around the time when Shaka reached the

age of six years old he had taken up his duties as a herder. The story is confused, but

apparently a dog killed one of Senzangakhona’s goats or sheep which Shaka had supposed to

have been guarding. Senzangakhona was livid and he banished Nandi, Shaka and Nomcoba

back to the eLangeni. The situation could not have been worse; not only had Nandi disgraced

the eLangeni by falling pregnant out of marriage, but they now had to return the lobola to the

Zulu. For the next ten years or so Shaka became a herd boy for the eLangeni. He was

continually bullied and taunted. Without a father and an ostracized mother he became a

brooding, ruthless and vengeful young man.In 1802 a famine struck the area and Nandi had no

husband or cattle and the eLangeni evicted her and the children from their kraals. She lived for

a time with Gendeyana with whom she bore a son, Njwadi. Nandi was still married technically

to Senzangakhona and this was outright adultery. By now Shaka was a tall and impressive

young man and both the eLangeni and the Zulu wanted him back. Shaka had only seen his

father once in the intervening years, at the time when he had officially reached puberty. They

had argued and Shaka had refused to accept his father’s offering of his first loin skin

(umuTsha). Nandi and the children ignored both the eLangeni and the Zulu and moved instead

to live with an aunt who was a member of the emDletsheni, who were part of Jobe’s

Mtetwa.For the next six years, firstly under Jobe and then Dingiswayo, Shaka developed into

full manhood. He was already showing strong leadership ability. He lived with his mother and

sister, with their new foster father, Mbiya. When Shaka was twenty-three Dingiswayo called up

the emDletsheni intanga and Shaka became a member of the iziCwe; he was now an Mtetwa

warrior.The iziCwe played a full part in Dingiswayo’s continuing policy of expansion. Shaka’s

policy from the outset was entirely different from that of Dingiswayo. Whilst the monarch

favoured political absorption, Shaka favoured a complete crushing of a clan in order to ensure

that they never rose up against their conquerors in the future. Shaka felt that shows of military

might were far less effective in the longer term than a bloody and total victory on the

battlefield.Shaka is credited with being influential in changing the traditional Bantu tactics of



going into battle armed with a throwing spear. He reasoned that having thrown the spear,

unless armed with additional spears, warriors were defenceless. He is credited with having

created the stabbing assegai which became known as the iKlwa, so called because the name

is onomatopoeic for the sound the blade makes when it is pulled out of a body. Shaka

advocated using the shield as an offensive weapon; rather than simply defending against

thrown spears, warriors would now run into contact with the enemy. Using their shield they

would hook the opponent’s shield and either spin them off balance or at least expose their

chest area for a thrust with the iKlwa. Shaka also advocated dispensing with ox-hide sandals,

preferring his warriors to run barefoot to increase their speed potential and balance.Shaka was

able to demonstrate his tactics when the iziCwe were deployed against Pungashe, the

Buthelezi chieftain. Interestingly, amongst the ranks of the Buthelezi was one of Shaka’s own

half-brothers, Bakuza. Shaka and his regiment advanced to within 100 metres of the enemy. In

typical Bantu style a Buthelezi warrior came forward to taunt the Mtetwa. Shaka sprang forward

to attack the Buthelezi warrior. The enemy threw his spear but it glanced off Shaka’s shield. He

dealt with a second thrown spear and then hooked his shield behind the enemy and spitted the

Buthelezi with his iKlwa. Not content with that, Shaka then charged the whole Buthelezi army

alone. He was quickly followed by the rest of his regiment; the Buthelezi fled and in the pursuit

Bakuza was killed and Pungashe’s Buthelezi were forced to surrender to Dingiswayo. This

action by Shaka brought him to Dingiswayo’s attention. Indeed the two men had much in

common; they had both been disinherited by their fathers.The victory over the Buthelezi had

also brought the Zulu into the sphere of influence of the Mtetwa. Bakuza had been

Senzangakhona’s preferred heir, but Senzangakhona was summoned by Dingiswayo and told

that Shaka was his preferred successor when the time came. At the meeting Senzangakhona

agreed, but instead named Sigujana as his heir.Meanwhile, Shaka was given command of the

iziCwe regiment and he set about forming what would become the blueprint for his Zulu army

in the future. Again arguably, Shaka is credited with having created the famed bull’s head

formation. It is said that he divided his regiment into three sections; the largest was the chest

which would face the enemy head-on. Two other groups were formed to create the horns which

would, in battle, seek to envelop the enemy. The chest was also supported by a reserve which

would become known as the loins. These men would replace wounded or exhausted warriors

in the front line. Shaka also recruited older herd boys aged around fifteen. One of these boys,

known as uDibi, was assigned to every three warriors. They would not only carry the men’s

sleeping mats but also their food and additional assegais.In 1816 Senzangakhona died and

Dingiswayo, labouring under the misapprehension that Shaka’s father still intended that Shaka

should be his heir, released him temporarily from his service to press his claim. Shaka sent his

half-brother, Ngwadi, ahead to warn the Zulu he was coming. Somehow, by the time Shaka

arrived, Sigujana was already dead; he may have been drowned by Ngwadi in a nearby river.

Although out of the scope of this military history, Shaka then proceeded to impale any Zulu or

eLangeni who had, at any time, humiliated or slighted him or his mother.Shaka now set about

creating the nucleus of the Zulu army which could not have exceeded more than around 400

men. Nonetheless he created four regiments. Mature, male Zulu had previously been allowed

to sew a isiCoco (fibre ring) into their hair to show that they were ready for marriage. Shaka

made all, but those who had previous military experience, remove their isiCoco. The married,

older men became the amaWombe (the battlers) and the remaining mature men became the

uJubingqwana and the umGamule, which he usually brigaded together as the izimPohlo

(bachelor’s brigade). The remaining young bachelors became the uFasimba (the haze); these

would become Shaka’s favourite regiment and indeed a prototype for all his future



regiments.Dingiswayo clearly hoped that Shaka would create a buffer kingdom, but Shaka

would have to tread carefully, as if it ever appeared to Dingiswayo that he would be in a

position to challenge him, the monarch would crush the Zulu without question. The first clan to

feel the growing power of the Zulu was the eLangeni. Shaka’s army surrounded their principle

kraal shortly after dawn one morning. Having identified any individual who had slighted him or

his mother, they were then taken away and impaled. The rest of the clan, principally the men,

effectively became Zulu.Over the next short period of time Shaka continued to absorb smaller

clans. His next major objective was Pungashe’s Buthelezi. Pungashe had been defeated by

Dingiswayo in the past, but he did not fear the Zulu. Pungashe’s army numbered around 600,

whilst Shaka could muster something around 750 men. The exact site of the battle between

Pungashe and Shaka is unclear, but what little is known is that the uFasimba took up the

centre position, supported by the Belebele, whilst half of the izimPohlo formed the right horn

and the other half the left. Shaka’s army advanced in dense columns so as to disguise their

strength. At around 100 metres from the Buthelezi, Shaka ordered the regiments to deploy and

show their shields; it was only then that Pungashe realized that he was outnumbered. The

uFasimba advanced first with Shaka positioned just behind them, leading the Belebele. At sixty

metres they charged and slammed into the Buthelezi ranks. Simultaneously, the Zulu horns

closed around the Buthelezi, slaughtering non-combatants who had come to watch the Zulu

being defeated.The battle was short and bloody; Pungashe fled and would ultimately seek

refuge with Zwide, the chieftain of the Ndwandwe (Zwide learned what he could from

Pungashe and later had him assassinated). The Zulu slaughtered all of the old Buthelezi and

burned their kraals. Those who survived were incorporated into the Zulu tribe. As an act of

subservience to Dingiswayo, Shaka sent the captured Buthelezi cattle as a gift to his king, but

Dingiswayo returned the majority of them.By the spring of 1817 Shaka had quadrupled his

territory. He could now call upon 2,000 warriors, the largest regiment numbering 800 with the

uFasimba. Despite having blooded themselves in battle, none of his junior regiments were

allowed to marry.Around this time Shaka received news that his foster father, Mbiya, was dying

and, at the head of 200 uFasimba, he travelled the seventy miles to pay his last respects.

Afterwards he travelled a further twenty miles to visit Dingiswayo, when it was decided between

the two men that initially they would attack Matiwane’s emaNgwaneni, whose clan was

positioned amongst the foothills of the Drakensberg range. The attack was scheduled for June,

but it is clear that Matiwane had been tipped off that he was to be attacked. As a result, he

ordered his non-combatants to scatter and arranged for Mtimkulu’s amaHlubi to look after his

cattle. The campaign was inconclusive, but Dingiswayo accepted Matiwane’s surrender and,

much to Shaka’s disgust, the target tribe was left largely intact. Paradoxically, it was Mtimkulu’s

decision to keep Matiwane’s cattle which brought matters to a head. Zwide, figuring that

Matiwane would be weaker having faced Dingiswayo and Shaka, and now being without his

cattle, annexed his lands and forced the emaNgwaneni out of their territory. This would set in

motion a chain reaction which would cause thousands of deaths as tribe-upon-tribe was

displaced by landless clans. Ultimately Matiwane’s flight would be stopped on 26 July 1828 by

Major Dundas. Matiwane would be killed some time later on the orders of

Dingane.Dingiswayo’s next logical target was Zwide’s Ndwandwe. Dingiswayo and Zwide had

been friends, but in 1818 Zwide had murdered Dingiswayo’s son-in-law. Dingiswayo’s Mtetwa

reached the Nwandwe border before Shaka’s Zulu. For some inexplicable reason Dingiswayo,

unguarded, was captured in Nwandwe territory by one of Zwide’s patrols and taken to their

kraal, where Zwide ordered his head to be cut off. Zwide then launched his army against the

dispirited Mtetwa. It was Shaka’s presence which prevented an absolute disaster.With



Dingiswayo’s death the entire area was now open to the boldest man to stake his claim. In

essence, in addition to Shaka and Zwide, there was one other claimant, being the Qwabes

clan. Some Mtetwas had come over to Shaka, notably Ngomane. It was Zwide that moved first

against Shaka, precipitating the battle of Kwa Gqokli Hill (emMakhosini Valley) in April

1818.Battle focusKwa Gqokli Hill (emMakhosini Valley)April 1818Gqokli Hill stands on the

south bank of the White Umfolozi River. Unlike Shaka’s usual tactics, he adopted a defensive

circular formation on the top of the hill. At the hill’s summit was a depression in which Shaka

hid some 2,000 men.It is believed that Shaka’s total fighting force was little more than 4,000.

Indeed, on the summit he deployed 1,600 men, clearly visible to the enemy, in addition to the

2,000 reserves. Shaka also detached some 700 men to protect the Zulu cattle and act as a

decoy.Zwide’s force, comprising some 8–10,000 men was organized into twelve regiments. The

battle began by the Ndwandwe attempting to force the drifts (fords) across the White Umfolozi.

Shaka had posted detachments to deny the crossings and then fall back on his main force,

drawing Zwide’s Ndwandwe towards him. As the Ndwandwe forced their way across the drifts,

Shaka detached the 700 men with the Zulu cattle to draw off some of Zwide’s men, effectively

reducing the odds facing his army. The ploy worked and Zwide sent four regiments in pursuit of

the Zulu cattle.Meanwhile, eight Ndwandwe regiments (each of around 1,000 men)

commanded by Nomahlanjana (Zwide’s son and heir) formed up at the foot of Gqokli Hill in

preparation for an assault on the summit. At around 09.00 the Ndwandwe regiments began

their ascent. As the regiments climbed, the space became more restricted towards the summit.

They advanced to within 100 metres, finding all cohesion and order ruined by the terrain. By

the time they had closed to 25 metres there was barely room for the Ndwandwe to throw their

spears.As the Ndwandwe hesitated, Shaka threw his troops at their line. It is said that within

ten minutes, 1,000 Ndwandwe lay dead and dying around the summit. Nomohlanjana ordered

a withdraw!, but Shaka refused to be tempted to abandon his terrain advantage. Shaka deftly

replaced the exhausted warriors in the front line with fresh troops and awaited the Ndwandwe’s

next move.Nomohlanjana had learned the lesson and realized that his overwhelming numbers

would be of no use in this situation. He ordered half of his troops to advance. This time, they

would keep the correct intervals and avoid bunching. Again, the Ndwandwe closed to within 25

metres and threw their spears. The Zulu ranks absorbed the barrage, then once again Shaka

launched his regiments (his first two lines) against the enemy. After a protracted struggle

around the summit Nomohlanjana signalled another withdrawal.Nomohlanjana now launched

the fresh half of his remaining force. He ordered them to close to within 50 metres and then

charge. Nomohlanjana proposed to use his superior numbers by deploying reserves from his

rear ranks should the Zulu offer any exposed flanks. Unfortunately for the Ndwandwe, as they

closed to within 25 metres, Shaka launched his two front lines against them; the Ndwandwe

were shaken and forced back. Again the superior numbers of Ndwandwe worked against them

as successive ranks tumbled into one another. The Ndwandwe were barely able to defend

themselves; the impetus of the Zulu charge, now reinforced by Shaka’s third line of defenders,

drove them back down the hill.Nomohlanjana launched two more assault, but both ended in

failure. By now it was mid-afternoon and the Ndwandwe were exhausted and thirsty. Many

slipped off to find fresh water, whilst Shaka had water supplies secured at the

summit.Nomohlanjana now reasoned that time was running out and that he had to finish the

Zulu before nightfall. He detached 1,000 men and placed them in a semi-circle at the southern

foot of the hill and then proposed to use the rest of his force to drive Shaka off the hill. The

Ndwandwe formed up in a column less than 200 metres wide. Nomohlanjana’s plan was

simple; the column would force Shaka over the hill and into the waiting arms of 1,000 men and



the issue would be settled.As the Ndwandwe column headed for the summit, Shaka unleashed

his carefully husbanded reserves. Two columns (the bull’s horns), each of some 750 men, hit

the Ndwandwe column’s flanks, whilst 500 men stood in reserve (the chest).The column was

shattered and Shaka’s troops now circled the hill (bearing in mind that the destination of the

column was unknown to the Ndwandwe on the southern foot of the hill). The Ndwandwe’s semi-

circle broke, but managed to link up with the four regiments that had been detached to chase

the Zulu cattle. The Ndwandwe effectives now numbered around 3,500, still outnumbering the

exhausted, depleted, yet victorious Zulu. With Zulu in pursuit of the broken column, Shaka

could muster around 1,000 men to face the renewed threat.Shaka retreated towards Kwa

Bulawayo, with clusters of Zulu rejoining him along the way. He sent contingents to harry the

rear of the advancing Ndwandwe. The Zulu were then grateful to see the Belebele regiment

arrive, having dealt with the scattered Ndwandwe seeking water. Shaka directed them to

deploy on the right flank of the Ndwandwe and then launched his counter-attack.It is believed

that only 1,000 of the Ndwandwe escaped the encirclement, but those which did, managed to

drive the Zulu cattle away with them. The Ndwandwe casualties may well have amounted to

some 7,500. Shaka’s casualties comparatively were also high, with over 1,500 killed and a

further 500 seriously wounded.By May 1819 Zwide had considerably regrouped and struck

again against Shaka, this time leading an army of 18,000 men. The army itself was led by

Soshangane. Shaka, too, had not been idle and had raised new regiments and elevated a

grandson of Zwide, Mzilakizi, to a position of power in his army, along with Ndlela. Shaka was

perfectly aware that Zwide would attempt another invasion. He adopted a scorched earth

policy, moving all inhabitants out of a forty-mile belt as far as the Tugela River. The Ndwandwe

had learned much from Kwa Gqokli Hill and were now armed with two throwing spears and a

short stabbing spear.The Ndwandwe crossed the White Umfolozi and into Shaka’s territory,

where they could see Zulu regiments retreating to the south. The Ndwandwe had counted on

being able to raid Zulu kraals and obtain additional food, but Shaka’s abandonment of the

territory denied them this. Over the next four days the Ndwandwe were subjected to raids; even

the cattle which they had brought with them had been seized by the Zulu. Soshangane’s army

was led on a wild goose chase to capture cattle and rations and each time the Ndwandwe was

lured further south. Finally Shaka’s army began to close and launched a series of coordinated

attacks as the Ndwandwe began to retire to the north.The major engagement probably took

place to the east of Sungulweni Hill. The Ndwandwe could muster around 16,000 against

Shaka’s 10,000 men.Battle focusSungulweni HillJuly 1819At just under one kilometre Shaka

sent two regiments in dense columns to outflank Soshangane’s wings, forcing the Ndwandwe

to extend their line to prevent themselves from being surrounded. Soshangane detached a

regiment from each of his wings to protect against the Zulu encirclement.Shaka’s main body

advanced to within 100 metres of the Ndwandwe line and launched simultaneous attacks on

their flanks. He then sent a regiment out on each flank to deal with the two detached

Ndwandwe regiments. There was little Soshangane could do to protect these two regiments.

The isolated Ndwandwe regiments, although they stubbornly resisted the Zulu, were broken

and at this point Shaka broke off the pinning attacks on the flanks of the main Ndwandwe

army.Soshangane ordered his men forward, but each time they advanced, Shaka maintained

the same distance between them. Soshangane realized that this was a futile exercise and

remaining in battle formation, began to retire. He still had sixteen regiments. Shaka controlled

six, but there were four more ahead of the Ndwandwe. The terrain did not favour the

Ndwandwe and each time they encountered difficult ground Shaka would nip off the stragglers

and slaughter them.That night Soshangane had reached the Umhaltuze Valley. Shaka



positioned his army on a ridge around one kilometre away. In the morning the Ndwandwe, now

reduced to around 12,000 men, began to retire across a drift. Soshangane had deployed a

strong regiment to cover the crossing. Shaka waited until around half the Ndwandwe had

crossed the drift before throwing 7,000 men forward. The Ndwandwe regiments, with the

exception of the covering unit, panicked and the Zulu slaughtered hundreds. The covering

regiment managed to withdraw in relatively good order.Shaka was still not satisfied and for

some time the hand-to-hand combat ebbed and flowed around the drift. Shaka sent the

uFasimba on a wide outflanking movement; these regiments fell on the Ndwandwe. The battles

around the Mhlatuze River lasted for around two days; ultimately Soshangane’s army

disintegrated.Casualties were enormous and barely half of the Ndwandwe army managed to

escape whilst Shaka had lost something in excess of 1,000 men.Having defeated the

Ndwandwe army, it is said that Shaka himself led a fresh reserve the 100 or more kilometres to

Zwide’s kraal. As the Zulu approached the kraal they were ordered to sing the Ndwandwe

victory song. As the Ndwandwe emerged to greet what they thought to be their victorious army,

the Zulu fell on them and slaughtered men, women and children. Zwide managed to escape to

the north along with his sons but he would die in obscurity. Soshangane would ultimately

retreat with the bulk of the remaining Ndwandwe army and form the Shangane nation near St

Lucia Bay.Shaka was now the undisputed owner of 11,500 square miles of territory that

stretched from the Pongola River in the north to the Tugela River in the south and from the

Blood River in the west to the coast. He could now muster an army of 20,000 men.Shaka spent

a short time consolidating his new gains, but in late 1820 he launched a campaign against the

Tembu. He split his army into two flanking divisions; the first tackled the Tembu’s allies, the

Cunu, led by Macingwane. The Cunu guarded the lower drifts of the Buffalo River. The Tembu

themselves, led by Ngosa, guarded the upper drifts, primarily in the region around Mount

Hlazakazi.The Zulu were defeated in battle near the main Tembu kraal, but hundreds of Tembu

women and children, not to mention the bulk of their cattle, were captured by the Zulu. The

Zulu that had been thrown at the Cunu were no more successful, but both tribes realized that

ultimately the Zulu would be victorious and began to head south. Shaka caught up with them in

late 1822 and they were scattered to the four winds.By 1824 Shaka’s army was making forays

into the Natal area, his men crossing the Tugela River. Shaka’s troops encountered virtually no

opposition, but one notable encounter near the Opisweni Mountain against the Pepeta clan is

worthy of mention. The Pepeta held an ail-but impenetrable position at the summit of the

mountain. The tribe was led by Mshika and he defied all Zulu attempts to dislodge him. It was

virtually impossible for the Zulu to scale the rocky cliffs. The Pepeta had a natural water supply

and considerable provisions. Shaka’s solution was to construct lengths of rope from cattle hide

and assault the summit with men climbing the ropes, protected rather like a Roman testudo.

The testudo approached the summit through a gully, whilst Shaka launched diversionary

attacks from other directions. The assault was successful and the troops emerged into a gully

where, under fire from rocks and spears, they advanced in the tortoise formation. There were

some 300 Zulu in the attack facing around 700 Pepeta effectives. Ultimately the Pepeta broke

and Shaka’s main force was able to mop them up as they fled from the mountain.Shaka now

turned his attention to consolidating his gains and the creation of ever more regiments.Chapter

ThreeShaka’s ArmyThe Zulu army created by Shaka would outlive him and survive until it was

destroyed by the British in 1879. As we have seen, warfare before Shaka was a relatively

bloodless activity, more related to personal challenges on the battlefield and a symbolic conflict

that rarely involved complete destruction of a tribe. The whole nature of Shaka’s battlefield

tactics irrevocably changed old systems of warfare, placing a greater reliance on hand-to-hand



combat. For the first time Shaka, leading an ever-growing Zulu nation, ruthlessly eliminated all

rivals and absorbed clan after clan into the nation itself. Power was based upon the size and

strength of the army. Each time a tribe was absorbed it was brought into the military system.

Setting aside whether Shaka did, or did not, create the assegai and drill his men to fight in

ways unknown to the area, it is the way in which he created his army that was his

legacy.Rather than creating regiments made up from potentially disaffected and dissenting

conquered tribes, he based his whole recruitment policy on age groups. Men from each tribe

would be allocated to an age group and these age groups would then be amalgamated into a

regiment, regardless of their tribal background. This created the cohesion and allegiance to the

regiment, rather than to the tribe. Potentially at least, every man who had reached the age of

eighteen was liable to be called up into the army. Each of the various age groups, or amabutho,

would be allocated to a specific regiment and would undergo training at an ikhanda. Effectively

once the men had been called up to their regimental barracks they were under the direct

control of the king. This served a dual purpose; not only were the able-bodied fighting men out

of the control of the tribal chieftains, but they also provided the king with a vast labour pool. It

was a centralizing system which instilled national spirit, as opposed to local allegiances. Shaka

retained control of these men until many of them were almost forty years old. At this point the

regiment would be allowed to marry. Once this had taken place the men effectively became

reservists, liable to be called up if the king decided it was necessary.Women, too, were

required to be members of an amabutho and ultimately, when a male regiment was deemed

ready for marriage, all of the brides were chosen from a matched female amabutho. This did, of

course, mean in the majority of cases that the women were considerably younger than their

husbands. Yet marriage and hence the children created in that marriage were the sons and

daughters of men who had survived and proved themselves in battle. In some respects,

therefore, the system adopted by Shaka was rather like a process of natural selection in that

only the strongest, fittest and bravest men would produce children.
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